Contemporary art meets the
oldest flat screenprinting techinque –
become a scholar at the
lithography workshop
STEINDRUCK MUNICH

The lithography workshop STEINDRUCK MUNICH is located in the Muenchner Kuenstlerhaus at the Lenbachplatz
midst in the heart of Munich, the Bavarian capital. The workshop itself constitutes a unique highlight in this culturally
extremely rich metropole.
Carried by the Muenchner Kuenstlerhaus-Foundation the workshop aims to conserve and cultivate the traditional
and multifaceted flat screen printig technique by offering artists a place where they can discover and focus on
lithographic printing as an art form.
Thus, since 2001 the foundation grants a two months stay-and-work-scholarship four times a year. Up to today over
75 scholars from all over the world were able to benefit from our scholarship and thereby evlolve their art skills.
SKILLS REQUIRED
The scholarship addresses artists from all over the world who are interested in intensely exploring the technique of
lithography. Required are basic skills in lithographic printing as well as independent working.
WHAT WE OFFER
The workshop is, additionally to the normal working-hours, at the artist´s disposal 24/7. Costs for the material at
common use are covered by the Muenchner Kuenstlerhaus-Foundation. Merely the paper consumption is being
charged.
The scholarship also comprises accomodation in a room adjacent to the workshop. Given the central location the
workshop offers perfect public transport, a rich cultural atmosphere and at the same time the possibilty to focus on
the art work in a bright, calm and generous sourrounding. At the end of the two months stay the artist is given the
opportunity for a solo-exhibtion in the facilities of the workhop.
HOW TO APPLY
Kindly send your distinctive application only by mail to the postal address below. Digital applications are not being
considered. Please, do not submit original documents or drawings. Reshipment can only be warranted with respective
return postage.
There are no formal requirements to your application, be creative!
We are looking forward to your application for 2021 until 30th of november 2020!
Sincerely yours
Muenchner Kuenstlerhaus-Foundation with workshop manager Franz Hoke

Address for your application:
Muenchner Kuenstlerhaus-Stiftung
Mr. Franz Hoke
Lenbachplatz 8
80333 Muenchen
GERMANY

Contact for queries:
Steindruck München
Mr. Franz Hoke
steindruck@kuenstlerhaus-muc.de
www.steindruck-muenchen.de

